Gender Roles
Grades 4-6, Lesson #4

Time Needed

15-25 minutes, plus library time

Student Learning Objectives

To be able to…
1. List several similarities and differences between the expectations of each gender.
2. Recognize that a person's beliefs about roles can influence his or her decisions.
3. Recognize sources of gender role beliefs.
4. List famous men and women throughout history who have filled a variety of roles, including health pioneers.

Agenda

1. Define "gender roles" and explain the lesson's purpose.
2. Brainstorm gender-specific roles and behaviors in America today.
3. Use case study to teach the concepts that (a) gender roles are learned and (b) roles can be limiting.
4. Answer "Anonymous Question Box" questions regarding gender roles.
5. Research historical figures (male and female) in the school library.
6. Summarize the lesson by discussing the library experience.

This lesson was most recently edited August, 2009.
Materials Needed

Student Materials: (for each student)
- Gender Roles Worksheets #1 and #2
Activity

1. **Define "gender roles" and explain the lesson's purpose.**
   Explain that roles are like rules by which we play games. The role of "student" involves being a good listener, coming to class on time, etc. Students who follow the rules, do well at the game. "Gender roles" are the rules people think they should follow because of their sex...ways they act because "boys and men are supposed to" or "girls and women ought to." This lesson will examine those roles/rules.

2. **Brainstorm gender-specific roles and behaviors in America today.**
   Have students brainstorm, while you write the contributions on the blackboard, advantages of being male; then, the advantages of being female in mainstream U.S. culture today. Your lists may end up looking something like this:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Men and Boys</th>
<th>Women and Girls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Can box, wrestle without being teased</td>
<td>Can have babies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can grow beards, mustaches</td>
<td>Can wear skirts and dresses without being teased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can play pro hockey</td>
<td>Can wear makeup without being teased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Can paint the bedroom pink without being teased</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

   If the class has trouble generating the lists, ask them what things a girl or woman can do that some boys or men might feel embarrassed doing, or find impossible to do...and vice versa. Once the lists are on the blackboard, help students to notice that some are biological impossibilities for the gender, while some are the result of our social learning. Point out that a few years ago the "women and girls" list might have contained "wearing earrings" or "getting a curl." Now many males feel comfortable doing these things. Point out that other societies, not just other time in history, have differing beliefs regarding roles. In some American Indian and African societies, men wear face-paint (makeup). In Scotland, men wear kilts (skirts).

   Give students a chance to discuss the expectations of men and women in their ethnic communities – the ways their own cultures may differ from the standards promoted by the media.

3. **Use case study to teach the concepts that (a) gender roles are learned and (b) roles can be limiting.**

   "Ronald is three years old. His mother is a doctor and his father is a musician with a band. Since Dad works evenings, he takes care of Ronald during the day. Mom comes home from the hospital, eats dinner with her son and takes care of him while his father is at work.

   "Ronald’s best friend, Mary, lives next door. Dad overheard a conversation between Ronald and Mary one day. Mary said, ‘Let’s play house.’ Ronald said, ‘OK, you be the mommy and I’ll be the daddy.’ Mary told him to go to work, so she could fix lunch
for the baby, Ronald got angry. He yelled, “Daddies fix lunch! I’m not playing with you anymore, Mary. You’re stupid!”

Stop the case study long enough to ask the class why Ronald thinks that only dads can cook lunch.

“Ronald’s dad said, ‘You guys don’t have to fight. Why not play something else?’ But when Ronald suggested playing hospital, and told Mary to be the doctor, she yelled, ‘Only boys are doctors!’"

Ask the class:
- Why might Mary think that only boys can be doctors? How could that stereotype limit her in life?
- If Ronald keeps on feeling that boys must do the cooking, how will he feel if he grows up and marries a woman who likes to cook?
- If Mary keeps believing that girls cannot be doctors, do you think she will do well in math and science classes in high school?
- If you were Ronald and Mary’s baby sitter, how could you help them learn that women and men can cook and be doctors?

4. Answer "Anonymous Question Box" questions about gender roles.

5. Research historical figures (male and female) in the school library.
   Assign students to find the name and story of one male and one female who have been each of the following professions (each student can look up one profession).

   - astronaut
   - leader of a nation
   - health pioneer or scientist
   - religious leader
   - author
   - human rights or civil rights leader
   - athlete
   - musician
   - artist
   - explorer

6. Summarize the lesson by discussing the library experience.
   When you return to the class, have students share the names they found. Discuss whether they had a more difficult time finding men or women, and why that might be. Help them consider how a lack of role models in a field, whether the field is parenting or politics, can limit a person's imagination about what he or she can become.

   If they had difficulty finding women, or if you notice a lack of people of color in the names they did find, you might offer extra-credit reports on persons from the list on the next page.

   POC = Person of Color
   F = Female
Related Activities For Integrated Learning

A. Social Studies
Have students write reports on the persons they identified in Activity 4, above.

B. Music & Language Arts
Students may write a song or a poem about the ways they believe boys and girls are alike and different.

Homework

Students’ options:
• Use Worksheet #1 with an adult in their families.*
• Complete Worksheet #2 by themselves.
-----------------------
*see “Preparing Parents”, page 4-5
Gender Roles Worksheet 1

NAME ___________________________________________  DATE _________________

Directions

1. Find a watch with a second hand or a stop watch.

2. Practice, with an adult, using the watch.

3. Explain to the adult that you want him/her to fill out Section A, below, while you time him/her.

4. Explain that he/she should work as quickly as possible; skipping any he/she does not know. The people listed may be living or dead.

Section A, to be filled out by an adult.

Name a man, living or dead, in each of the following professions

1. Artist
2. Astronaut
3. Athlete
4. Author
5. Civil Rights Leader
6. Explorer
7. Health Pioneer or Scientist
8. Leader of a Nation
9. Musician
10. Religious Leader

(Time: ___________________ # Completed ___________________________________)
Section B, to be filled out by an adult.

Name a woman, living or dead, in each of the following professions

1. Artist

2. Astronaut

3. Athlete

4. Author

5. Civil Rights Leader

6. Explorer

7. Health Pioneer or Scientist

8. Leader of a Nation

9. Musician

10. Religious Leader

(Time: _____________________ # Completed _____________________)

5. Discuss which list was easier to complete, and why. When the adult was in school, how were social studies and health classes different from the way they are today?

6. Adult’s signature

Child’s signature

Date:
Gender Roles Worksheet 2

NAME ____________________________________  DATE __________________

Directions:

1. Watch television for 2 hours.
2. As you watch, list below the name of each character and the job he or she does
   (Example: “Jack Tripper, chef.”) If you cannot tell what the person does, write “No job?”

Show:

____________________________
Male Character(s)

____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Show:

____________________________
Male Character(s)

____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Show:

____________________________
Male Character(s)

____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

On a separate sheet of paper, explain what you noticed or figured out or learned. What is your opinion about what you saw? Write at least two complete paragraphs.